Matrack
mobile asset tracking

XT - 2169 HARDWIRE DEVICE
(FLEETS AND LOGISTICS)
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Geo-Fencing

Maintenance Alerts

Roadside Assistance

The XT-2169 Hardwired Real-time GPS tracking device is a
cost effective solution for vehicle monitoring and fleet
management.
With its compact design, direct battery connection, and
expansive feature package, the hardwired device can be
covertly wired anywhere in the vehicle.
It can monitor location, speed and idling times. It can also detect
when the vehicle enters/ exits a certain area(s).
*Requires installation into power source.
*Best placed in dashboard, not under hood.

XT-2169 Functions
REAL TIME TRACKING & TRAVEL LOG REPORTS

This comprehensive tracking and report system is easy to read
and includes details such as whether the engine was on or off,
latitude and longitude coordinates of the specified event, street
address, battery level, speed, mileage, and direction.

VARIOUS CUSTOM ALERT SETTINGS

Our customizable alert system, you can fine tune your asset
monitoring to fit whatever requirements you need to meet. Our
alert system includes alert settings for speeding, ignition on/off,
tow alerts, low battery, etc

Set virtual boundaries around any location. Immediately receive
alerts whenever the fence is crossed. Create up to 1 0 geofences
on each account.

Our Dispatch Manager system is specifically organized to
streamline working operations of fleet and trucking businesses.
This system allows you to map out all jobs and deliveries directly
into our Matrack GPS tracking platform, organize jobs based on
priority, assign jobs and deliveries to your different drivers, and
automatically map out the optimal routes from job to job, in order
to optimize your businesses fuel efficiency.

Call 855-658-7225

IFTA fuel tax reports are required for intrastate commercial
vehicles. These reports are calculated based on the number of
miles driven through each state relative to the amount of fuel
purchased per state. Based on our data records, we calculate and
provide these reports to you so you don't have to.

ARRIVAL TRACKING SYSTEM

We give you a way to provide your clients with the means to track
their deliveries in transit! Just let us know you want a tracking link
for your customers and we will have you covered.

PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE ALERTS

GEOFENCING SYSTEM

DISPATCH MANAGER SYSTEM

IFTA FUEL TAX REPORTS

Set your system to alert you anytime a vehicle maintenance is
needed! (Eg. Tire rotations, Oil changes, Etc.)

BLINK ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE

Matrack Inc. has partnered up with BLINK Roadside Assistance
to provide you with heavily discounted rates on the most
responsive emergency services available. Ask for more details.

Email:sales@matrackinc.com

www.matrackinc.com

